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LET G be any group (possibly infinite) and let ZG be its integral group ring. It is well- 
known that there is a free resolution of 2 over ZG, i.e. an exact sequence of ZG-maps 
(1) ~~*+Fz-+F,+F,+Z--+O 
where G acts trivially on Z and each F, is ZG-free. For computation of the cohomology of 
G it is convenient to choose a resolution (1) in which the Fi do not have too many gener- 
ators. I will consider here the following general problem: 
Suppose we are given a sequence of integers fO, fi, .... What conditions must the 
fi satisfy in order that there exists a resolution (1) in which Fi is ZG-free on fi generators? 
The main result will be an almost complete solution of this problem for the case in 
which G is finite. The conditions on thefi will be a set of inequalities connecting them with 
cohomological invariants of G. If G is a finite p-group, our theorem implies that there is 
a resolution (1) in whichfi = dim H’(G, Z,). Therefore G has a resolution which is minimal 
in an obvious sense. 
Before proving the main theorem I will give a number of necessary conditions which 
thefi must satisfy. These conditions do not require the group G to be finite. Since the 
conditions are closely related to the Morse inequalities, it will be convenient to make the 
following definition 
DEFINITION. Let F be a resolution 
~~~-+F2--+F1-+F,,--+Z--+0 
of Z oz>er ZG in which Fi is ZG-free on fi generators. If fO, fi, ..‘, f,-l are finite, we define 
P”(F) =$?I -A-l t-f,,-2 - ... + (6l)“f,. 
If there exists a resolution F yuch that p,(F) is dejined, we let p,,(G) be the injmum of 
p,(F) ouer all such resolution F. 
Note that p,,(G) may be co iff,, = co for all such resolutions. In this case, of course, 
pi(G) will be undefined for i > 17. If G is finite then k,(G) is obviously defined for all II. 
Our conditions on thefi all take the form of lower bounds for the p,,(G). One simple 
consequence of our results is the fact that /f,,(G) is never -co, i.e. there is a resolution F 
with p,,(F) = pL,(G). 
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The problem of determining p,(G) and p2(G) is closely related to the classical problem 
of determining the minimal number of generators and relations for G. If G is finitely 
generated, let d(G) be the minimal number of generators of G. If G has a presentation with 
d generators and r relations, the deficiency of that presentation is defined to be d - r and 
the deficiency of G (denoted def G) is the maximum of d - r over all presentations [6]. 
Note that it may conceivably be necessary to consider presentations with d > d(G) to fmd 
the maximum. 
The connection with pi and pc, is given by the following result. 
PROPOSITION (1). d(G) 2 1 + pi(G) and def G 5 1 - p,(G) 
This is an immediate consequence of the fact that a presentation of G with dgenerators 
and r relations yields a resolution of 2 withf-, = l,fi = d, fi = r [7]. 
Using Proposition (1) and our results on p,(G) it is possible to settle a conjecture of 
Neumann [8] concerning def G. 
It would be interesting to have some general conditions under which the inequalities 
in Proposition (1) become equalities. If G is finite, it follows from our main theorem that 
1 + p,(G) is the number of generators of the augmentation ideal I = ker [ZG ---t Z] con- 
sidered as a left ZG-module. Therefore, if G is finite and nilpotent, d(G) = 1 + pr(G). 
If pu,(G) = 0 and G is finite, if follows that G is cyclic and again d(G) = 1 + pr(G). I have 
not investigated any other cases of this equality. The problem of determining when 
def G = 1 - pZ(G) seems very difficult even if G is a finite p-group. For any given finite 
group this is an effective way to determine d(G) and thus check whether d(G) = 1 + pu,(G). 
However, the only way I know to determine def G is to find some presentation with 
d - r = 1 - p2(G) thus showing def G = 1 - pz(G) for the group in question. 
If G is a finite p-group, our main theorem shows that 1 - p,(G) = dim H’(G, 2,) - 
dim H’(G, Z,). Thus we may ask whether, in fact, there is a presentation with 
d = dim H’(G, 2,) and r = dim H’(G, Z,). This is known if we work in the category 01 
profinite p-groups [lo] but nothing seems to be known about the case of ordinary groups. 
$1. INEQUALITIES FOR p,,(G) 
By the rank of an abelian group A, I will mean the dimension of Q @ A as a rational 
vector space. If A4 is a ZG-module, b,(G, M) will denote the rank of H,(G, M) while 
s,(G, M) will denote the minimal number of generators of H,,(G, M) (as abelian group). 
THEOREM (1.1). Let M be a ZG-module which, as abelian group, is free on m < 00 
generators. If p,,(G) is defined, then 
(*) mpn,(G) zs,(G, M) - b,-l(G, M) + b,_2(G, M) - .a. + (-l)“b,(G, M). 
Proof. Let 
~~~~Fz-+Fl-+FOoZ+O 
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be any resolution for which ,u”(F) is defined. Let Fi be ZG-free on A generators. Consider 
the chain complex 
F,~,.M--,F,_,Q,M--,...--,F,6,M. 
The i-th chain group of this complex is Z-free on rnJ generators. The homology groups are 
Hi(G, M) for i < n and Z?“,(F@, M) = 2,, for i = n. By a standard result on Euler charac- 
teristics, we have 
nz&(F) = rank 6, - b,_l(G, M) + b,_,(G, M) - ... . 
Now 6, c F, QG M is free abelian. Since H,,(G, M) is a quotient of 3’,,, we have 
s,,(G, M) 5 rank LF’~ and the result follows. 
COROLLARY(~.~). Ifg,(G) is defined then p”(G)> - co. 
We have only to remark that the existence of a resolution F with A < co for i < n 
implies all H,(G, M) are finitely generated for i < n. It then suffices to set M = Z in the 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.2. ([6]). If G isf;niteZy generated, then def G 5 b,(G, Z) - s,(G, Z). 
This follows immediately from Proposition (1). 
Remark. If 0 -+ M’ --) M --, M” + 0 is an exact sequence of ZG-modules, all of which 
satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem (l.l), then the inequality (*) for M’ and M” implies this 
inequality for M. To see this we apply the argument used to prove the theorem to the 
exact homology sequence. Thus, to obtain conditions on p”(G) it is only necessary to 
consider modules M such that Q 0 M is an irreducible QG-module. 
I will now give an analogue of Theorem (1.1) for modules over a field. If K is a field 
and Mis a KG-module, I will let h,(G, M) = dim, H,(G, M) and h”(G, M) = dim,H”(G, M). 
THEOREM (1.2). Let K be afield and M a KG-module of dimension m < co over K. If 
p.(G) is defined then 
(1) mp”(G) 2 h,(G, M) - h,_,(G, M) + .a- + (- l)“h,.,(G, M) 
(2) mp,(G) 2 h”(G, M) - h”-‘(G, M) + ... + (- l)“h’(G, M). 
The proof is the same as that of Theorem (1.1). 
As in the case of Theorem (1. l), it is sufficient o consider only irreducible KG-modules 
M. Since extending K does not change the dimensions involved, we can even assume K IS 
algebraically closed so that we only consider absolutely irreducible modules. 
Remark. If G is a finite group of order g and P is a finitely generated projective ZG- 
module then the rank of P (as abelian group) is divisible by g [I 1, $81. Therefore if we 
have a projective resolution P of Z over ZG 
. . . -+Pz-+P1--*Po+z-+o 
we can define fi = g-l rank Pi and set 
&(P) =.&I -L-r + *a* + (-I)“fo. 
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We can also define &,(G) as the minimum of p”(P) over all such projective resolutions. 
Clearly &,(G) 6 p,(G). 
Now, it turns out that Theorems (1.1) and (1.2) (as well as Theorem (2.1)) hold for 
p;(G) as well as for p,,(G). The proofs are exactly the same. In that of Theorem (1.1) we 
note that P, @o A4 is Z-free since P, is a direct summand of a free module. Since Q @ P, is 
QG-free [ll, $81 we see that P,, @o M again has rank mf. For Theorem (1.2) we need only 
observe that PJpP, is Z,G-free for any prime p [l 11. 
It is also worth recording the following consequence of Theorem (1.2) 
COROLLARY (1.3). 1f G is finite, p,,(G) 2 1 for n even and y,(G) 2 0 for n odd (unless 
G = 1 when p,(G) = - 1 for n odd). 
We need only let M = Z,G in Theorem (1.2). This gives p,(G) 2 (- l)“g-’ where g 
is the order of G. 
In the next two sections, I will give some more special results which, however, are 
often easier to apply than Theorems (1.1) and (1.2). 
$2. SUBGROUPS OF FINITE INDEX 
THEOREM (2.1). Let H be a subgroup of G offinite index i. If p,,(G) is defined then so is 
p”(H) and A(H) 5 44G). 
Proof. Suppose F is a resolution for G with F, free on f, generators and p,(F) = ,aL,(G). 
This exists by Corollary (1.1). Consider F as a resolution over ZH. As ZH-module, F, is 
free on ify generators and the result follows immediately. 
Remark. The corresponding result def H - 1 2 i(def G - 1) is an immediate conse- 
quence of the Reidemeister-Schreier theorem. It can also be proved by making G the 
fundamental group of a 2-dimensional complex and considering the covering corresponding 
to H. 
Theorem (2.1) can be very useful if p”(H) is known and we wish to avoid the computa- 
tions needed to apply Theorem (1.1). For example, if H is abelian we can use the following 
well-known result [6]. 
PROPOSITION (2.1). lj’ H is an abelian group with minimal number of generators d and 
rank t then 
defG=t-v=l-&G). 
In fact the standard presentation of H has this dejciency and Corollary (1.2) shows that 
d(d - 1) 
defG~l--z(G)~t--. 
2 
EXAMPLE. In [8] Neumann asks if every finite group G with trivial Schur multiplicator 
has a presentation with equal numbers of generators and relations. Since the Schur multi- 
plicator of G is H,(G, 2) (or its dual), and def G 5 0 for finite G by Corollary (1.2), the 
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problem is equivalent to asking if a finite group with H,(G, 2) = 0 has def G = 0. I will 
give an example to show that this is not the case. 
Let H be an elementary abelian group of order 7 ‘. Let C be a cyclic group of order 3 
with generator x. Make C act on H by y” = y2 for all y E H, and let G be the corresponding 
split extension. By Theorem (2.1) and Proposition (2.1), we have 
. 
Thus def G + - co as k + co so def G # 0 for large k. 
It remains to show that H,(G, 2) = 0. The spectral sequence of the extension 
1 --+ H -+ G --+ C -+ 1 shows that H,(G, 2) = H,(C, Z) + H,(H, Z)/C. Since H,(C, Z) = 0, 
H,(G, Z) contains only 7-torsion so it will suffice to show that H’(G, Z,) = 0. By the 
spectral sequence, H’(G, Z,) = H’(H, Z7)‘. Since H is elementary abelian, the Bockstein 
and cup product give an isomorphism 
H’(H, 2,) + If’(H, Z,) A H’(H, Z,) ---f H2(H, Z,). 
Now C acts on the first factor by multiplication by 2 and on the second factor by multipli- 
cation by 4. Therefore, H2(H, Z,)’ = 0. 
$3. FREE ABELIAN QUOTIENT GROUPS 
Let N be a normal subgroup of G with a free abelian quotient group n = GIN. Since 
Zrc is an integral domain, it makes sense to speak of torsion free Zz-modules and of the 
rank of a Zn-module. 
The following theorem reduces to Theorem (1.1) if N = G. 
THEOREM (3.1). Let M be a ZG-module which, as abelian group, is free on m < co 
generators. Let n = G/N be free abelian. Let s be the least integer such that H,(N, M), 
considered as a Zn-module, is a quotient of a torsion free Zx-module of rank s (s = CO if 
there is no such integer). If p,,(G) is dejined, then 
rn~~(G) 1 s - b,_,(G, M) + b,_,(G, M) - e.0 + (- l)“bO(G, M). 
Proof. We can clearly assume p,(G) < co. From the proof of Theorem (1 .l) we get 
rn~~(,(c) = rank 9, - b,_,(G, M) + ... 
where 9’,, = ker [F, OoM+ F,_, @oM’j. 
Now Fn 0 M is ZG-free on rnfn generators [ 11, $51 and F, _1 0 M is ZG-free on mfn- 1 
generators. Thus F,, ON M is Zrc-free on rnfn generators, E;, @o M is Z-free on rnfn genera- 
tors, and the matrix representing the map F,, oc M + F,_, @o M is obtained from that 
representing F. ONM -+ F,_, ON M by applying the homomorphism Zrc -+ Z. If the ranks 
of these matrices are r and r’ respectively, this shows that r s r’. Now, rank %d,, = mf” - r 
5 mf” - r’ = rank Zn 9’; where 9; = ker [F, ON M -+ F,_, ON M]. Since H,,(N, M) is a 
quotient of 9’; (as Zn-module), we have rank 9”,: 5 s and the theorem follows. 
The following corollary answers a question of M. Kervaire. 
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COROLLARY (3.1). If G is a knot group and G’ is its commutator subgroup then 
II,(G’, 2) = 0. 
Proof. It is well known [4] that G/G’ E Z and that def G = 1 so pu,(G) 5 0 by Proposi- 
tion (1). Applying Theorem (3.1) with M = Z and n = 2 shows s = 0. 
$4. SOME LEMMAS 
In this section we prove some technical emmas which will be needed in the proof of 
the main theorem. From now on, all groups considered will be finite. 
If G is a finite group, C(ZG) will denote the projective class group of ZG [9, 111. This 
group is known to be finite (11, 991. If X is a finite ZG-module of order prime to the order 
g of G, we define an element [X] E C(ZG) as follows: There is an exact sequence 
(1) O-+P’+P+X+O 
with P finitely generated and projective over ZG. Since X has order prime to g, hd,,X = 1 
so P’ is also projective [9] [II, p. 5701. We define [X] = [P] -[P’] E C(ZG). By Schanuel’s 
Theorem [12], this is independent of the choice of the exact sequence (1). 
DEFINITION. Let M be a QG-module. Def;ne the subgroup C, c C(ZG) to be the 
subgroup generated by all [E’/E] where E’ and E are ZG-submodules of M, E c E’ c M, E’ 
and E are finitely generated over ZG, and E’IE is finite of order prime to the order of G. 
If A is a torsion free abelian group, I will write QA for Q 0 A and identify A with 
Z@AcQA. 
LEMMA (4.1). Let G be a finite group of order g. Let B be a ZG-module which is finitely 
generated and free as an abelian group. Let M = QB. If r E C, then there is a ZG-submodule 
B’ of M such that B c B’, B’IB is jnite of order prime to g, and [B’/B] = 5. 
Proof. If [B’/B] = 5 and [B”/B’] = q then [B”/B] = r + r]. Since C(ZG) is finite, this 
shows that it will suffice to prove the lemma for the case where < belongs to some given set 
of generators of C,. 
If E c E’ are as in the definition of CM, we can take a composition series for E’/E 
and lift it to get a sequence of ZG-modules between E and E’ whose quotients are simple 
ZG-modules. Thus CM is generated by simple ZG-modules of the form E’/E where 
E c E’ c M, and E, E’ are finitely generated over ZG. Since QG is semisimple we can write 
M = QE ON. Choose a finitely generated ZG-module D c N such that QD = N [ll, 
Lemma (2.4)]. Then Q(E + D) = M and (E’ + D)/(E + D) w E’/E. Therefore it will 
suffice to consider only modules E and E’ with QE = M, E cE’, E, E’ finitely generated 
over ZG, and E’IE a simple ZG-module of order prime to g. The elements [E’IE] E C, so 
obtained will be our chosen set of generators for CM. 
Assume now that 5 = [E’/E] is one of these generators of CM. For some prime p not 
dividing G we have p(E’/E) =0 since E’IE is simple. Therefore E’/E is a Z,G-module. 
Note that Z,G is semisimple since p J’ g. 
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Since QE’ = QB, it follows from Theorem (2.1) of [ 1 l] that E’/pE’ and B/pB represent 
the same element of G(Z,G). Since p ,j’g this implies E’/pE’ zB/pB [ll, Corollary (2.1)]. 
The map E’ -+ E’IE -+ 0 obviously sends pE’ to zero so E’fE is a quotient of E’/pE’ and 
thus also of BJpB. Let B” =p-lB c M. Then B”/pB” M B/pB. Since Z,G is semisimple, 
we can write B”/pB” = X Q Y where X z E’IE. Let B’ be the kernel of the projection 
B” -+ Y. Clearly B’ 1 pB” = B. Since B”/B = X @ Y and Bn/B’ = Y, we have B’/B = 
Xx E’/E so [B’/B] = <. 
LEMMA (4.2). Let G be a finite group of order g. Let A be a ZG-module which is finitely 
generated ond free as an abelian group. Suppose we have an exact sequence 
O+B+P+A-+O 
with PJinitely generated and projective over ZG. Let M = QB and let 5 E CM. Then there 
is an epimorphism P’ -+ A --+ 0 with P’ jinitely generated and projective over ZG such that 
QP’ = QP, and [P’] - [P] = 5 in C(ZG). 
Proof. By Lemma (I), there is a finitely generated ZG-submodule B’ of M such that 
B c B’, B’/B has order prime to g, and [B’/B] = 5. Let P’ = P -I- B’ c QP. Clearly P’ is 
finitely generated over ZG and QP’ = QP. The map QP --) QA sends QB to zero. Since 
B’ c QB, it sends B’ to zero. Thus P’ and P have the same image, namely A, under this 
map. This gives us the epimorphism P’ + A -+ 0. 
Now P’/P = (P + B’)/P = B’/(P n B’). But B c P n B’ and if x E P n B’, then x 
goes to zero under QP --* QA so x E ker [P -+ A] = B. Thus P n B’ = B and P’lP w B’/B. 
If B’IB has order k, then kP’ c P c P’. Since PIkP’ is annihilated by k which is prime to g 
we have hd,,P/kP’ = 1 so P’ x kP’ is ZG-projective [9] [ll, p. 5701. Since P’/P w B’IB, 
we have [P’] - [P] = t;. 
LEMMA (4.3). Let G be ajinite group of order g. Let A be a ZG-module,$niteIy generated 
and free as an abelian group. Let n be an integer such that for each prime p/g, AIpA can be 
generated over Z,G by n elements. (In the trivial case G = 1 Iw must take one other p.) 
Then there is an epimorphism P --+ A -+ 0 where P is a finitely generated projective ZG- 
module such that QP is QG-free on n generators. 
Proof. Let ap,l, ..., ap,” E A generate A/pA over Z,G for pig. Choose b, EZ so 
b, = 1 (mod p) and b, = 0 (mod q) if q # p is a prime dividing g. Let ai = c, b,a,,i. Then 
al, e-e, a, generate AIpA for all p(g. 
Let F be ZG-free on e,, .a., e,, and define F+ A by e, -+ a,. If B is the cokernel of this 
map then B/pB = 0 for all pig. Thus B is a finite module of order prime to g (if g = 1 this 
requires us to use some other p J’ g). 
Let R be the ring of rational numbers with denominators prime to g. Then RB = 0 
so RF + RA is an epimorphism. Let c1 , . . . , ck generate A, choose xj E RF mapping onto 
cJ and let P c RF be generated over ZG by er, ..., e,, x1, . .a, x,. Clearly F c P and P maps 
onto A under the map RF--, RA. Since RP = RF, P/F is a finite module of order IH prime 
to g. As in the proof of Lemma (4.2), hd F/mP = 1 and so P is ZG-projective. 
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LEMMA (4.4). Let G be afinite group of order g. Let A be a ZG-module,finitely generated 
and free as an abelian group. Let n be an integer satisfying the,foIlowing conditions. 
(a) For each prime p dividing g (and one other zf g = 1) A/pA can be generated over 
Z,G by n elements. 
(b) There is a QG-module M such that M @ QA is QG-free on n generators and such 
that every irreducible QG-module, except possibly the trivial one Q, is a component of M. 
(c) n 2 2. 
Then A can be generated over ZG by n elements. 
Proof. By Lemma (4.3) and (a) there is an exact sequence 
O-+B+P--+A-+O 
with P projective and finitely generated over ZG and such that QP is QG-free on II genera- 
tors. Since QG is semisimple, QB z&L, the mcdule given in (b). 
Now the assumption (b) implies that C, = C(ZG). In fact, by [ll, Theorem (7. I)], 
C(ZG) is generated by all [X] where X is a finite ZG-module of order prime to g. It will 
clearly suffice to consider only simple X so that X is a simple Z,G-module for some p J’ g. 
Consider first the case where X is not the trivial Z,G-module Z,. There is an obvious epi- 
morphism ZG + X--t 0. If we take a composition series for QG and intersect it with ZG, 
we get a finite sequence of submodules 
such that Mi/Mi+l is free as abelian group and Q @Mi/Mi+, is QG-simple. Let i be the 
largest integer such that Mi has ncn-zero image in X. Since X is simple, Mi maps onto 
X so X is a quotient of Mi/Mi+l. Let N = Q @Mi/Mi+,. This is QG-simple and non- 
trivial since X is non-trivial. Clearly [X] E C, but N occurs as a component of A4 so 
c, c c,. 
Consider now the case X = Z,, p X g, The exact sequence 
shows [Z,G] = 0 in C(ZG). Now Z,,G = I @Z, where I is a direct sum of simple Z,G- 
modules (since p J’ g, Z,,G is semisimple). Since (Z,G)’ =Z,, no trivial modules occur 
in I. Therefore [I] E CM but [Z,] = - [I]. This concludes the proof that CM = C(ZG). 
By Lemma (4.2), we can find an epimorphism P’ -+ A -+ 0 where [P’] is any desired 
element of C(ZG) and QP’ = QP is QG-free on IZ generators. Choose P’ so [P’] = 0 in 
C(ZG). Since IZ 2 2 by (c), it follows that P’ is ZG-free by a theorem of Bass [l] [2, Theorem 
(2)] (and the fact that P’ is locally free [ll]). 
COROLLARY (4.1). Zf A is as in Lemma (4.3) then A can be generated as a ZG-module 
by n + 1 elements. 
In fact, Lemma (4.3) gives us 0 + B -+ P -+ A + 0. Now M = QB @ QG clearly 
satisfies (b) while (c) is clear since A is 0 if n = 0, 
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55. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Recall that if M is a Z,G-module, we define h”(G, M) = dim H”(G, M). 
THEOREM (5.1). Let G be a finite group of order g. Let fO, fi, ..., be given integers. 
Then there is a free resolution of Z over ZG 
with each Fi free on fi generators, tf and onIy if the following two conditions are satisfied, 
(1) For all primes pig (and one other zf G = 1) and all simple Z,G-modules M, we have 
m(f, -f,-I + em.) 2 h”(G, M) - h”-l(G, M) + ... 
for all n. Here m = dim M. 
(2) If G has periodic cohomology with (minimal) period q, then for every n such that 
n E - 1 (mod q) and G has no periodic free resolution of period n + 1, we must have 
f” -f,-1 + ... I 1. 
I do not know whether the situation envisaged in (2) can ever occur (cf. [12]). Note 
that the condition imposed by (2) is not too drastic since (1) implies f, - f,_I + *.a L 0 
for all n if G # 1 (cf. Corollary (1.3) and the remarks following Theorem (1.2)). 
Proof. The necessity of (1) follows from Theorem (1.2). For (2) suppose we have a 
free resolution with f, - f,-I + ... + (- l)“f, = 0 for some odd n. Let %On be the kernel of 
F,, -+ F,_, and consider the exact sequence 
If we tensor this with Q and use the fact that QG is semisimple, we see that our assumption 
implies that Q OS, z Q, the trivial QG-module. Since ?,?Yn is free as abelian group, this 
implies 9, M 2 with trivial G-action. Thus our sequence gives us a periodic free resolution 
of period n + 1 [12]. 
We now turn to the sufficiency of (1) and (2). Taking n = 0, M = 2, in (1) givesf, 2 1. 
Thus we can find an epimorphism F0 --+ 2 -+ 0 where F0 is free on f0 generators. 
Suppose now we have an exact sequence 
(*) F,,+F,_,+~~~+F,--tZ+O 
where Fi is ZG-free on fi generators. We wish to find a free ZG-module F,,, 1 on f,,+ 1 genera- 
tors and a map of F,,, onto 9’” = ker [F,, +F,, _ I]. In other words, we must show that 6, can 
be generated by f,+I elements as a ZG-module. This will be done using Lemma (4.4) 
(except for one special case in which the sequence (*) must be modified). We begin by 
verifying condition (a) of that lemma. For each pjg we must show that %“,/p 6,, can be 
generated by f, + 1 elements. Let r be the radical of Z,G. Then X = 3,/p 3’“, has the same 
number of generators as X/rX by Nakayama’s lemma. Let F be Z,G-free on f,+I genera- 
tors. We must show that there is an epimorphism of F on _Y/rX or equivalently an epi- 
morphism of F/r F on X/r X. Since Z,,G/r is semisimple this amounts to showing that 
every simple Z,G-module M occurs in F/r F at least as many times as it occurs in X/r X. 
If M occurs k times in X/r X, Schur’s lemma shcws that dim Horn&X/r X, M) = k dim 
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ZZom,(M, M). Note Horn&+X, M) = Horn&X, M) since M is simple. Since the same 
result holds for F, we are reduced to checking that dim Homc(F, MJ 2_ dim Hom,(X, M) 
for all simple Z,G-modules M. Note that Hom,(X, M) = Hom,(%“,, M) while 
dim Hom,(F, M) = mfO+I if m = dim M. Thus we must show that dim Hom,(S,,, M) 4 
mfn+I. 
Let us extend our exact sequence (*) to a resolution F’ for Z over ZG. 
. . . -+ F;+2 + K+, -+F,-+F,_l--+... 
We can use this resolution to calculate H*(G, M) = H*(Homc (F’, M)). The exact sequence 
F;+2+F;+1+8,-+0 
gives 0 --) Horn&Y”,, M) --* Homc(FA+,, M) + Horn&F;+,, M). Therefore, we have 
S’“+‘(Hom#‘, M)) =Hom&T’“, M). This shows that the cochain complex 
0 + Homc(%on, M) t Homc(F,, M) t Hom,(F,_,, M) t .‘a 
has as cohomology groups, the groups H’(G, M) for 0 5 i s n + 1, the remaining groups 
being zero. If z =dim Horn&T,, M), computing the Euler characteristic of this complex 
gives 
z - mf, + mf,-l - .a. =h”+‘(G,M)-h”(G,M)+... 
5 mf,+I - mf, + mf,_l - ... 
by condition (1) of the theorem. Thus z smfn+, and we have verified condition (a) of 
Lemma (4.4). 
We now verify condition (b) of this lemma. If we tensor the exact sequence 
0+3!@,,--+F,+~~~-+F0~Z-+0 
with Q, we see that in the Grothendieck group G(QG) we have 
CQ~ml = @YQGl + (-V’+lCQI 
where k = f. - f._i + ... + (- I)“f,. Since 22’” is an actual module, the expression on the 
right must be an actual module so we must have k g 0 and k >= 1 if n is even. (Except, of 
course, if G = 1 when we only deduce k 2 - 1 for n odd.) This result also follows from 
condition (1) of the theorem (cf. Corollary (1.3) and the remarks following Theorem (1.2)). 
Let Z be the augmentation ideal Z =ker [QG + Q]. Then we have 
QT,,xQ+kQG if nisodd 
QZ, z I + (k - 1)QG if n is even. 
Now, condition (a) of Lemma (4.4) is satisfied by 2Y,,. It follows from Lemma (4.3) (see the 
proof of Lemma (4.4)) that there is a QG-module M with Q2’, 0 Mfree on f,+I generators 
over QG. If n is odd the smallest possible module M such that Q2F. 6 M is QG-free is the 
module I. Thus the required M = Z + rQG for some I 20. Clearly all non-trivial simple 
QG-modules occur in Z and condition (b) of Lemma (4.4) is satisfied. If n is even, we have 
similarly M = Q @ rQG for some r 2 0. If r >O, condition (b) of Lemma (4.4) is again 
satisfied. If however = 0, then M = Q and Q9’. @M w kQG. Since Q2’. 0 M is QG-free 
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onfn+l generators we have f,+r = k orf,+l -f, +f,_l - .a. =O. Also, by Lemma (4.3) 
there is a finitely generated projective ZG-module P with QP free over QG onf,+r genera- 
tors, and an epimorphism P --+ 9’” ---t 0. If B is the kernel of this epimorphism, we have 
QB w A4 w Q. Thus B z Z and we have an exact sequence 
(**) O~Z~P~F,~F,_,--t~~~~F,-+Z~0. 
This shows that G has periodic cohomology of period n f 2. Since f,+r - f, + ..a = 0, 
condition (2) of the Theorem shows that G has a periodic free resolution of period n + 2. 
This special case can not be handled using Lemma (4.4). We will return to it after verifying 
condition (c) of Lemma (4.4) in the general case. 
Condition (c) of Lemma (4.4) requires that fn+l 2 2. Assume then that f,+l s 1. 
As above, Lemma (4.3) gives us an epimorphism P --* 5” -+ 0 where QP is QG-free on 
f,+l generators, i.e. QP = 0 or QG. If QP = 0 then 9’. = 0. In this case we can obviously 
take Fn+l = 0. Of course this can only happen if G = 1. Suppose then f,+l = 1 so that 
QP cz QG. As we have observed above, Q9’, M Q + kQG if n is odd and Q9’, M I + 
(k - 1)QG if n is even. Since QP x QG maps onto Q$‘,, the only possibilities are Qa, x Q 
for n odd and Qa, M Z for n even. If Q9’, x Q then 9” w Z and we can clearly take 
F n+l =ZG. If Q9’, x Z then the kernel of QP -+ Q23, is Q. Therefore the kernel of 
P -+ 2’,, is Z and we again arrive at the exact sequence (**), showing that G has periodic 
cohomology of period n + 2. Also, QL, z I + (k - 1)QG z I so k = 1 =f.+l. Thus the 
only exceptional case is again the one encountered in verifying condition (b) of Lemma (4.4). 
It now follows from Lemma (4.4) that we can find the required map F,+, -+ 22”” --) 0 
with F,,,, free on fn+l generators except possibly in the case where G has a periodic free 
resolution of period n + 2 andf,,, -f, +f,-l - ..* = 0. 
Suppose P is a periodic projective resolution 
o-+z-+P,+~--t~~~--tP~~z-+o. 
As in [12, $51, define 
n+1 
C(P) = C (-1)’ [Pi] E C(ZG). 
0 
By Lemma (4.2), we can change c(P) by any element of C, by changing Pn+l. Therefore 
we define c’(P) E C(ZG)/C, to be the image of c(P). 
LEMMA (5.1). If P, P’ are two periodic projective resolutions for ZG of period n + 2 
then c’(P) = c’(P’). 
Proof. By [3, Chapter III, $11 there is a mapf: P--t P’ 
o+z-+P,,+,+~‘~ +Po-+Z-+O 
ii II 
O-+Z-+P~,~ ---f . ..-bp.--tz+0 
inducing the identity on the Z terms on the right. On the left, the map Z -+ Z is, of course, 
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given by multiplication by some integer r. We now extend P and P’ to projective resolutions 
of 2 over ZG and extendf to a map of resolutions 
. . . --‘P”+,~P,+,~~~~--,P~~z--,o 
I I I I 
. . . --‘p~+,-_,P~+,~~~~~P~~Z--,O 
We choose P,,+ 2 = P;,, = ZG and define P, +2 + P;+ 2 to be multiplication by r. 
This map induces an isomorphism between the cohomology groups of G defined using P 
and those defined using P’. On H”+‘(G, Z), this map is obviously multiplication by r. 
Since Hnt2 (G, 2) M H’(G, 2) = 2, by the periodicity, it follows that r is prime to g. 
Let M be the mapping cone (or relative mapping cylinder [14, $81 [5, Chapter V, 
Ex. D]) for the mapf: P -+ P’ (omitting the Z-terms at each end). 
Then Mi = Pi’ @Pi _1 is projective and c(M) = c(P’) - c(P) in C(ZG). The exact sequence 
O-+P’+M-+P+O 
leads to an exact cohomology sequence 
O~H,+~(M)--,H,t~(P)~H,t~(P’)--tH,t~(M)--,... 
where the map H(P) --+ H(P’) is induced by f. Since H,(P) = H,(P’) = 0 for i # 0 or n + 1, 
Ho(P) -+ H,(P’) is an isomorphism and H,,, l(P) -+ H,+,(P’) isZ 4 Z, we see that Hi(M) = 0 
for i # n + 1, H,,,(M) = Z,. Since all Mi are projective, the complex 
O--tM,+,~M,t,~M,--,~~~--tMo~O 
splits into short exact sequences 
O--t M;+1 ~Mi--,MI_1--,0 
for i 5 n, and the sequence 
O-+M,+z+M:,ti 
with cokernel Z,. It follows that [ML,.,] - [AI,,,] = [Z,] in C(ZG) and so, c(M) = 
- [Z,.] E C,. Since c(M) = c(P’) - c(P), the lemma is proved. 
Remark. This shows that c’(P) is a well-defined obstruction to the existence of a 
periodic free resolution of period n + 2. If c’(P) = 0, we can choose a P’ by Lemma (4.2) 
so that c(P’) = 0 and it follows from [12, $51 that there is a periodic free resolution of period 
n + 2. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem (5.1). Suppose G has a periodic free resolution 
ofperiodn + 2and thatf,., -f, +f,_l - ... = 0. As before we have an exact sequence E: 
(**) 0--tZ--,P--tF,--tF,_,~...~F,-_,Z-_,0 
where QP is QG-free on fnti generators and P is finitely generated and projective over ZG. 
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Since there is a periodic free resolution of period n + 2, Lemma (5.1) shows that c’(E) = 0. 
Therefore [P] E C, c C(ZG). By Lemma (4.2) we can replace E by a new sequence in 
which [P] = 0, without changing QP. Iff, +1 _ 2 2, Bass’ theorem now shows that P is free. 
Assume now that fn+l = 1. Since [P] = 0, there is a finitely generated free ZG-module F 
such that P @ F = F’ is ZG-free. Consider the sequence 
(***) O-+Z--,POF--,F,OF--,F,_,-,... 
Let e,, ..a, e, be a base for F’ = P @I F. Then Ne,, a*., Ne, is a base for F’G (where 
N = c a). Since our exact sequence splits over Z, the image of Z in F’ must be a direct 
UfZG 
summand of 8”‘. Therefore there is a unimodular matrix (aij) over Z so that the image of 
Z in F’ is the subgroup generated by Cj a,j Nej. Let e: = ~j aijej. Then e;, ..a, e; is a ZG- 
base for F’ and the image of 2 in F’ is the subgroup generated by Ne;. Let F,,+, be the 
ZG-submodule of F’ generated by e; and let F” be the ZG-submodule generated by 
ei, +.., e;. The map F’+ F,, @ F is a monomorphism on F”. Since the exact sequence 
(H*) splits, the image F”’ of F” in Fn @ F is a Z-direct summand. But F”‘, being ZG-fme, 
is weakly injective [3, Chapter XII, $11 and therefore is a ZG direct summand of F, @ F. 
Write F;, @ F = p @P,,. Then we have an exact sequence 
O--*Z+ F,,, +P,--+F,_l-+~~~ 
The definition of P, shows that QP, M QF, and that [P,] = 0 in C(ZG). If f, 2 2, Bass’ 
theorem now shows that P, is ZG-free. 
Iff,,l = f, = 1, tensoring with Q shows that the cokernel of P --f F” in (**) is Z (note 
that the sequence splits over Z). The exact sequence 
O+Z+P+Fn+Z+O 
shows that G has periodic cohomology of period 2. 
LEMMA (5.2). If G is afinite group with periodic cohomology of period 2 then G is cyclic. 
Proof. It follows from [13] that all Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic and central in 
their normalizers. The result now follows from Burnside’s transfer theorem, [ 15, Chapter V, 
$4. 
Now since F, z ZG, the kernel of F,, + Z + 0 must be isomorphic to the augmen- 
tation ideal I = ker [ZG + Z] but I is generated by the element t - 1 where t generates G. 
Thus we can choose F,, + 1 free on one generator. This concludes the proof. 
Remark. Suppose the integers fi satisfy the conditions of Theorem (5.1). Suppose 
also that we are given an exact sequence 
(*) F,,-+F,_,+~~~-+F,--+Z+O 
where each Fi is free onfi generators. It follows from the proof of Theorem (5.1) that (*) 
can be extended to a resolution of the desired type except in the case where G is non-cyclic, 
has periodic cohomology of period n + 2, .f,+l = 1, and J;,+* -f, +f,-l - .e. = 0. In 
this case it may be necessary to change the map F, + F,,_,. 
COROLLARY (5.1). Let G be a jinite group. Let fO, fl, $3. be given integers. If G does 
not have a periodic free resolution of period 4, then there is a CW complex of type K(G, 1) 
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with fi cells in dimension i for all i tf and only tf conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem (5.1) are 
satisfied and, in addition. 
(3) G has a presentation with d generators and r relations where d = fi - f0 + 1, r = f2. 
If G has a periodic free resolution of period 4 and is not cyclic, it may also be necessary 
to assume that f3 1 2 or that f3 - fi + fi - f0 2 1. 
Proof The necessity of (3) follows from the usual method of computing fundamental 
groups. If(l), (2), (3) are satisfied we can construct a 2-complex K’ with one O-cell, d l-cells, 
and r 2-cells with n,(K’) = G. Let K = K’ v I v +.. v I have f0 O-cells, fi l-cells and 
fi 2-cells. Let R be the universal covering :of ‘K. By: the above remark, we can extend 
C,(R) -+ C,(K) --+ C,(R) -+ 2 + 0 
to a resolution F with Fi free on h generators. The required K(G, 1) is then con- 
structed as in [12, $31. 
COROLLARY (5.2). If G is a finite p-group, there is a resolution F of Z over ZG with 
Fi free on& generators where fi = dim H’(G, Z,,). 
Zf G has a presentation with d generators and r relations where d = dim H’(G, Z,) and 
r = dim H2(G, Z,,) then there is a CW complex of type K(G, 1) with fi cells in dimension i 
where fi = dim H’(G, Z,). 
Proof The only simple Z,G-module is Z,. Thus the fi = dim H’(G, Z,) satisfy (1) 
of Theorem (5.1). Condition (2) is vacuous since all p-groups with periodic cohomology 
are known and are known to have periodic free resolutions [3, Chapter, III, $71. 
The existence of the K(G, 1) follows from Corollary (5.1) except for the case where G 
is a generalized quaternion group. In this case, however, the first 3 terms of the resolution 
given in [3, Chapter XIII, $71 come from a 2-complex constructed from the presentation 
{x, y : x’ = y2, xyx = y}. Since this resolution has Fi free on ft = dim H’(G, Z,) generators, 
we can apply the construction of [12, 531 to it. 
Remark. Suppose G has periodic cohomology with minimal period q. If condition (2) 
of Theorem (5.1) is omitted the proof still yields a projective resolution P for which QPt is 
QG-free onfi generators and such that P, is free unless n z - 1 (mod q) and f, -f,+l + a.. 
=o 
$6. FURTHER APPLICATIONS 
We begin by determining p,(G). 
PROPOSITION (6.1). Let G be ajnite group of order g. Let m, be the least integer greater 
than or equal to all the numbers. 
m-‘(h”(G, M) - h”-l(G,M) + ..a + (-l>“h’(G,M)) 
where M runs over all simple Z,G-modules for all p]g and m = dim M. Then u,,(G) = m, 
unless G has periodic cohomology of period n + 1 but no periodic free resolution of period 
n + 1. In this exceptional case u”(G) = 1. 
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Further, u”(G) = 0 if and onIy tf G has a periodic free resolution of period n + 1 and 
G# 1. 
Proof. Let f = m, except in the case where G has periodic cohomology of period n + 1 
but no periodic free resolution of period n + 1. In this case, letf= max (1, m,). 
Suppose we start with any sequence fO,fi, ..a and replace fi by A + r and J+r by 
fi+l + r leaving the remaining4 unchanged. Then the numbersfj -4-r +h_2 - e-0 are 
unchanged except when j = i when the number is increased by r. Therefore, by a sequence of 
such operations we can begin by letting fi = 0 for i # n, f, = f and end up with a sequence 
fi satisfying the conditions of Theorem (5.1) and such thatf, -f,_1 + ... =J (Of course 
f by definition satisfies the conditions of Theorem (5.1) in dimension n.) Therefore Theorem 
(5.1) gives us a resolution Ffor which Fi is free onj;. generators. This shows that p,,(G) s$ 
The necessity of conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem (5.1) show that p”(G) zf, so p”(G) =$ 
It remains to show that m, = 0 if G # 1 has periodic cohomology of period n + I. 
By [12], G has a periodic projective resolution 
o~z-+P,~~*~+P,+z--+o 
Let Pi have rank gfi where g is the order of G. Computing ranks over 2 shows that 
f” --.62-l + *** -fO = 0. Using the notation introduced at the end of $1, this shows that 
p;(G) 5 0. The remarks at the end of $1 now show that n;(G) 2 m, so m, 5 0 but, as in 
Corollary (1.3) we have m, 2 0 (for G # 1). 
COROLLARY (6.1). For n = 1 and 2, u,,(G) = m, where m, is defined as in Proposition 
(6.1). 
The exceptional case in Proposition (6.1) cannot arise for n = 1 or 2 by Lemma (5.2). 
We now give a simple interpretation of p,(G). 
PROPOSITION (6.2). Let G be a finite group and let I be the augmentation ideal OJ ZG 
i.e. I = ker [ZG ---f Z]. Then the minimal number of generators for I as a left ZG-module is 
1 + u,(G). 
Proof. If Z can be generated by k elements, there is clearly a resolution 
. ..+F.+ZG+Z-+O 
where F1 is free on k generators. Thus pi(G) 6 k - 1. Conversely, letfo = 1, fi = 1 + p,(G) 
and choose the remaining fi successively so that the conditions of Theorem (5.1) are satis- 
fied. Note that condition (2) of that theorem applied tofi -fO is vacuous by Lemma (5.2). 
The theorem gives us a resolution 
. . . -+F,-+F,+Z+O 
where F1 has 1 +p,(G) generators and F, z G. Thus the kernel of F,, 3 Z--t 0 is iso- 
morphic to Z and we see that I can be generated by 1 + pr(G) elements. 
Remark. Let S be any set of primes and let R be the ring of rational numbers whose 
denominators are not divisible by any prime in S. Then all the results of this paper apply 
to free resolutions of R over RG. The proofs need not be changed. In the statements of 
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the results we must make the trivial changes of replacing Z by R, ZG by RG, I by RI as 
well as the following three less trivial changes 
(1) If there is no prime in S dividing the order g of G, we must, in statements concern- 
ing all primes dividing g, also include some other prime in S. The places where this change 
must be made are exactly those in which remarks about the case G - 1 occur. 
(2) Whenever Z,G-modules are considered, we must only consider those p which lie 
in S. 
(3) Whenever projective RG-modules P are considered, we must require them to 
satisfy the condition that QP is QG-free. 
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